
“Using Vivun’s product-field 
alignment, we’ve targeted $27M 
in ARR in potential upside.”
Derek Hall,  
Sr. Director of Solutions Engineering 
ServiceTitan

“Vivun gives my team more ways to measure 
performance, outside of revenue impact, to 
build strong business cases for promotions.”



ABOUT
Derek Hall, Sr. Director of Solu-
tions Engineering, ServiceTitan

• ServiceTitan is building the 
operating system for the trades, 
a critical industry that’s been 
underserved by technology for 
far too long.

CHALLENGES 

• ServiceTitan wanted data to know which product 
investments had the highest revenue upside. 

• Input was requested from the SE team to help in-
fluence revenue forecasting decisions for the next 
fiscal year, but notes on product gaps and deals 
were being logged in spreadsheets and disparate 
systems – making it difficult to know with confi-
dence which features would produce the greatest 
impact. 

• Needed a solution that would allow the team to 
say “If you build these features, you can land this 
revenue” – all supported by data.

 
OTHER ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

”We looked at ways to get more notes and data into 
Salesforce to solve these issues, but this proved 
unscalable. I recognized that to capture insights 
in a scalable and consistent way, my team needed 
a single pane of glass to work in. I liked that Vivun 
provided that and integrated into Salesforce to sync 
the necessary notes/product gap data for us to 
build comprehensive reporting for cross-functional 
stakeholders.”

VIVUN BENEFITS

• Highly productive collaboration/feedback loop 
with R&D on what features to build.

• “We can clearly see what product changes are 
likely to affect the greatest amount of revenue.”

• Product management leaders are now getting 
licenses to review product gap data and prioritize 
roadmap items with highest revenue impact.

• Clearer visibility into PreSales team operations, 
enabling leadership to optimize processes and 
help the team spend time more effectively. “If we 
see a spike in no-shows, that’s a data point we 
can use to talk to peers about updating meeting 
practices and avoiding wasted time.”

• Performance reviews supported by data. “I can 
see how my team is doing and where to support 
them. It’s even improved the promotion process 
for my team. It gives them more ways to measure 
performance, outside of revenue impact, to build 
strong business cases for advancement.” 

VIVUN PARTNERSHIP

• “Our Technical Account Manager is communica-
tive, in tune with our needs, and always happy to 
train us on best practices.”

BUSINESS IMPACT

•  “Using Vivun’s product-field alignment, we’ve 
targeted $27M in ARR in potential upside from 
various features that could be built from opportu-
nity gaps tracked. The product team is working to 
deliver these features and then my team will help 
go get that revenue.”

SERVICETITAN TARGETS MILLIONS IN PIPELINE 
LEVERAGING VIVUN’S PRODUCT-FIELD ALIGNMENT 

Vivun is the world’s leading provider of PreSales software. Our AI-powered platform includes solutions for PreSales Operations, Demo 
Automation, and aligning Sales with Product teams. Revenue leaders can now drive growth efficiently by scaling their technical selling 
efforts, maximizing every R&D investment and de-risking their deals. Customers include Snowflake, Zoom, Okta, Elastic, ADP, Coupa, 
and Harness. To learn more visit www.vivun.com

http://www.vivun.com/

